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The Problem.
In the spring of 1977, the Drake University Physics Department

acquired an X-ray machine. There "las a need to convert this device
to an educational tool so it could be used on an undergraduate level.

Procedure.
First, the machine was tested to fi.nd its range limits. Secondly,

numerous experiments were designed to use the X-ray machine.

Findings.
The X-ray machine has a wide range of uses and can be used on

an undergraduate level for many laboratories. Dosimeters and film
are both very useful tools in the d e t ec tion of radiation; however,
considering each experiment designed, one method of detection proved
more useful than the other for that given experiment.

The Drake University X-ray machine be helpful
for undergraduate students in the life sciences. The machine will

many new t s not available before and will supplement
and life science courses wi.thin the Drake University

are that the Drake University machine be
used in the future for laboratories for the life
sciences. Also, it is recommended that the laboratories de be
used by junior~senior physics level students as introductQry experiments
to and X-ray related
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I. INTRODUCTION

A. How and Why This Particular sis Project Was Picked

the spring of 1977, the Drake University Physics

Department acquired an X-ray machine which previous

been used in the field of medicine. acau ition was in

conjunction with a tional Science Foundation grant for

development of a physics laboratory for the life science

students. This piece of laboratory equipment will assist

in upgrading the quality of the general physics laboratory,

by being used to present modern experiments to students in

the fields of pharmacy, biology, pre-medicine, and other

related health sciences. However, there was a need to

convert the medical device to an educational tool. The

Physical Science Thesis project will be to examine and test

the quali of t X-r mac ne, and to design several

experiments on the undergraduate level. ae eriments

at are developed will be us in the

for the alth science student, and for

student.

B. Objectives

sics oratory

junior-senior

e are t~'10 jectives of this s Ls , Pirst,

to vel an ope Inp: cedure for the mach

second , the design of several ity e er nts to be used

on the uate level. The def ition of quality in this
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case is, that the experimental data obtained from the use

of our machine will successfully match previous taken by

others in doi the given experiment. Before one can

proceed to des i the given experiments, the experimental

limitations of this X-ray machine must be determined.

C. Future Use of the Designed Experiments

The experiments that are developed will be us in the

future at Drake University to educate undergraduate students

to the physics of X-rays and their uses within the field of

physics. In addition to the above objectives, this thesis

will determine the operational capacity, as well as the

safety procedures necessary for its use. s basic knowledge

should be possessed by anyone who uses the X-ray machine, and

this thesis 11 contain that information.
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II. THEORY

A. X-rays and X-ray Production

Wilhelm Roen n made the classic observation (1895)

that a hi 1y penetrating radiation of unknown nature is

produced when energetic electrons impinge on matter. This

unknown radiation became known as 'X-rays.' These rays were

studied and were found to travel in straight lines, through

electric and magnetic fields, and could expose photographic

plates. The faster the original electrons, the greater the

intensity of the X-ray beam. 1

Soon after the discovery, it was suspected that X-rays

mi t be electromagnetic waves. Electromagnetic theory

predicts that an accelerated electric charge will radiate

electromagnetic r iation, and a rapidly moving electron

which is suddenly brought to rest is obviously accelerated.

name 'bremsstrahl

Radiation oduced under a procedure is given the German

radiation).2

For the purpose of classification, electromagnetic

iations with wave the interval

10- 8 to 10- 11 meters (100 i to 0.1 i) are cons

om approx e

. ". 3red as A-raya.

1 is a di of an d X-ray tube.

ca , ated by a filament through which electric current

is passed, supplies e ctrons by rm! c emission. A hi

tenti.al dif nee 'V' is t be t wee n the c at

the metallic target. e of t tar t is cut at an

Ie relative to the electron beam. s , s emerp:e



from the target and pass through the s
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of the tube. The

tube has been evacuated so electrons get to the target

unimpeded.

A band of wavelengths will be given off from the

Drake i versi ty X-ray machine. 'I'he Drake X-ray machine has

a tungsten target~ and Figure 2 shows the variations in

wavel th to intensity for this type of target. Using an

accelerating potential of 40 kV, the maximum intensity of

X-rays is at a wavelength of approximately 0.5 R. However»

the total spread of wavelengths starts at approximately
o 4

0.26 Rand continues onward to longer wavelengths, past 1.0 A.

A short wavelength X-ray means a hi quency, which

turn means a high photon energy.

frequency and wavelength for an X-ray is

relationship be

n by

(1)

en

ere is the speed of 11

waveleng V is frequency. energy of the

p ton is

E '" h 11 = hc/). ( 2 )

where E is the ener h is Planks constant (6.63 x 10- 34 J·sec).

electron a res kinetic by being aece ted

across a Dotenti

of the electron is

difference of V volts. The k

K.E. '" eV

tic ener

( 3)



where K.E. is the kinetic energy, V is potential

5

-1°difference, and e is the charge of an electron (1.60 x 10 J e).

SUbstituting equations 1 and 2 into equation 3, we obtain the

following result;

Amin:= hc/eV = 1.24 x 10-6/V (meters) (4)

A conventional X-ray machine has an accelerating potential

of approximately 50 kV. The maximum voltage of the Drake

X-ray machine is 130 kV. One can easily find ortest

wavele th by substituting into equation 4. For 50 kV;

;\min = 1.24 x 10-6/ 5 x 10 4 (meters) := 0.25 ~

The X-ray wavelength of 0.25 Rcan be compared to vis Ie

light which has a wavelength from 4000 ~ to 7000 A. In

comparison to atomic distances, the distance between two

sod nuclei in a NaCl crystal is approximately 5.63 ~.5

One can see how 1 this wave th really is.

en electrons are accelerated across a potential

di ence of thousand volts and stri a tarGet, illost

of electrons itter the erie to at. Some

e ctrons se ene in a collis process produci X-ra.ys

111ith erie equal to the loss of t collision.

is causes a continuous of X-rays to some

wa.ve Le th ch is a max x-o- However, some

electrons unde 0 collisions

from the various atomic shells.

et electrons

n s a in of X- a, it 15 often convenient to 4
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the minor energy differences of electrons having the same

principal quantum number n, and just concentrate on the energy

difFerences associated with different values of n. Electrons

having n=l constitute K shell electrons. Electrons with n=2

make up the L shell. The heaviest elements have seven populated

shells, K,L,M,N,O,P, and Q. If a K or L shell electron is

knocked free of the atom, two possible things can happen to

f 1 the vacancy. An electron can fall from a higher energy

level (larger n value), or a free electron can fall into place

from outside the atom. In each case an X-ray is produced.

An electron falling from the L shell to the K shell produces

an X-ray and is known as Ka radiation. If an electron falls

from the M shell to the K shell, the X-ray produced is known

as Kb radiation. A free electron falling from outside the

atom to the K shell gives a maximum energy, minimum wavelength

X-ray. This X-ray is at the K absorption ed , as shown in

Figure 3. same system applies to the L shell. An electron

falli

known as

from the next higher energy level produces an X-ray

radiation. E ctrons falling into energy shells

hi r than the M shell produce radiation in the visible region

of t spectrum. This last effect is negligible so far as

X-rays are concerned since the Ii t is usually produced at

some pth within the target, which is usually opaque to

visible Ii t.

L series radiations areener

K radiations of the

tic and are c d

ove e

3 •

Ie for s are very

less ene tic and are own as soft X-rays. A Lc a L K shell
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vacancy produces an X-ray of wavelength on the order of

0.6 i, while an L shell vacancy produces an X-rayon the
a

order of 6 A.

When a broad beam of X-rays passes through an absorber
Ji

X-ray otons are removed from the beam. X-rays of short

wavelength are very penetrating despite the fact that they

can be absorbed in a number of ways. There are three primary

absorption phenomena that can take place) but are dependent

on the energy of the incoming photons.

When dealing with accelerating potentials of 10-100 kV,

the photoelectric effect is the predominate phenomena. An

incoming X-ray is absorbed by an electron, and is freed from

the atom. In return, electrons from higher shells fall to

the lower shells and radiate off photons of a lower energy,

and in an isotropic manner. These photons are inturn absorbed

by other electrons, and smaller ene photons are radiat

isotropical when electrons drop into these vacated shells.

Soon the wavel ths are long enough to be absorbed as

in electronic, rotational, and vibrational states.

Above 100 , a phenomena as Compton scattering

becomes very important the sorption of X-rays. X-rays

are photons and exh it the mechanical property of urn.

n a photon of sufficiently energy st s an e ctron

in an ton momentum \11 respect

to the electron to consiuc'nule momentum to electron,

but inturn loses ener tho

1 r wavele th photons en rp;o C ton sc in[':



and above, the process
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again with another electron, or may be absorbed by some

other process.

At potentials of 1.02 x 10 3

of pair production comes into p Pair production is an

instance of relativistic change of energy from one form

to ano ere The photon interacts with the nucleus and becomes

an electron and a positively charged particle (po tron) th

same ef ctive charge and mass as an electron. These

ee mechanisms of absorption each contribute to the linear

sorption coefficient, but are greatly dependent upon the

energy of the X-ray photon, as well as

itself.

B. Inverse Square

absorbing material

n deal th rad tion, the energy transferred

across a given area per unit time is known as 'intensity'.

n one has a source of radiation, in this case s,

as you increase t distance of source from a particular

point, the amount of tion r e ce i over a unit area per

unit t should decrease. Inverse uare J as stated

below, sst t the tensity is inversely

Toc.

proportional to the distance squared. As an example, if you

source to t

are receivi

e distance

so

t

sec a ven point, and you do Ie

detector, your i ensity
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will be 1/4 of what it was originally.

A spherical wave eminating from a point source has a

given surface area equal to 41t'R 2
JI ';I1here R is the distance

from the point source to a point on the sphere. The amount

of radiation received over an area per unit time is known as

the intensity.

I = Radiation 1 Area"Time ( 6)

If II is the intensity of RI and 1 2 is the intensity at R2~

then;

As the spherical wave increases from to R2• the intensity

goes as R~/R~. explanation below will Ip to demonstrate

this idea.

For a ven time interval and a given distance, the

radiation you are receiving from a point source is spread

over the area picture 1 below. If you double the distance

from the source to the po where you are meas the

radiation, and the same time interval. the radiation 11

spread out over an area four times as , as seen picture

2. ThUS, at any given point, you will receive 1/4 the radiation

you did before. over

o
( 1)

t given time interval.

( 2)
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C. X-ray Linear Absorption Coefficient and Half Value Layer

fact that X-rays are absorbed by matter) i.e., that

the intens of a beam of X-rays reduced as it passes

through any material, has been known for a long time. In the

early days of the study of X-rays. absorption measurements

represented the only means of measuring the quality of an

X-ray beam.

The most spectacular property of X-rays is their ability

to penetrate materials that are opaque to less energetic

radiation. The basic mechanism of absorption of Ultraviolet,

visible, and infrared radiation is the transfer of photon

energy to the electronic, vibrational. and rotational energy

states of the material absorbing the radiation. For a

X-ray photon, these mechanisms are trivial because ~ ~ 1a n i.gn-

energy photon has a

comparatively low-e

1 probability of

6process.

teract in a

A very s treatment of the absorption of X-rays is

only ssible for a narrow, collimated beam of one wavelength

on X-ray machine s a wide band of wavele tha,

but for exper nts one should presume that they a nar-r-ow

beam s ctrum centered around maximum intensity wave ngth

for t

The

given accelerating potential.

crease in intensity (dI) of beam travers

a distance (dx) is

beam (I) It

ional to dx and the intensity of the

d I 0< I dx



dI ::: -/' I dx ( 8)
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The negative s is introduced because dI is a decrease in

tensity if dx represents an increase in distance.

value /" " a constant" is unique to any particular material

:for one wavele of X-rays, and is called the linear

Integration

sorption coefficient of the material.

intensity can be integrated;

f? = -/fx~
:z .,. 'S (J

yields, •

In I = - r x + In I o

1"e I o is the initial intensity. Solv

at a position x, yields

equation for the

( 9 )

(10)

for the intensity

(11)

Thus, one can conclude that the intensity of a narrow, well

colI monochromatic beam of X-rays creases exponentially

w distance as it travels throu a rna terial.

linear sorption coe cient/: d, ends on state

of the sorb material, as well as on its nature.

s tion coefficient is de ned by the amount of matter

travers by beam. itYjlp (>lass sorption

Coefficient), where f is t nsity of the erial, f

to be constant one s stance. re ss of its state.

A second erty of the material t t can be determined,

is own as the half va layer. ills is de d as the
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thickness of that material that it will take to cut the

intensity of the beam to 1/2 the original value, i.e.;

SUbstituting into equation 11 yields,

I /2 = I e-JA-x
00/ (13)

Taking the natural logarithm or both sides, the half value

layer x is,

x = In 2~ = O.693~ (14 )

Thus, one can see that if you have solved for the linear

absorption coefficient /"J you can easily find the half value

layer.

D. The Nature of X-rays and ter

In 1912, von Laue conceived a of test the

neral idea that X-rays possib ly be 1 t of an

extremely short wavele h. uation 15 is the equation for

a diffraction

n ).::: d sinG (15)

In equation 15, n is order of the spectrum (1,2,3, ..• ),

>. is the wave th d is the ace , whL 6 is t ne,
Ie a f di f act ion • I f ).. is very 1 c ared to d , e

e of ~i f t ion wil 1 b e very small un s s the order n

is 1 However, intensity at hi orders is



S ce Laue believed X-rays to have a very short wavelength.

this accounted for the observed failure of gratings to produce

measureable diffraction for X-rays.7

The only remedy seen was to produce a grating with a

much finer ruling. This led Laue to the idea of using a

crystal as a diffraction grating. With their plane cleavage

surfaces, well defined edges, and regular shapes, it was

believed that atoms were regularly arranged throughout the

crystal structure. At Lauets suggestion, Friedrich and

Knipping directed a narrow beam of X-rays a crystal and

set a photographic plate behind it. The result was a unique

diffraction pattern. 8

When one obtains such a diffraction pattern, X-rays

interfere both constructively and destructively to the

pattern. The planes the X-rays are scattered from to give

constructive interference are cal planes. 9

TI!IJO special conditions must be met for constructive

interference of s scattered from planes.

first is th the Ie of the incident beam must equal the

e of the re ect beam. the Ie of incidence is

equal to Ie of re etion, you have precisely

condition for regular optical reflection. cause of this

scattering is often called reflection. This 1s

a misnomer but is still commonly used ..

second condition is t t scatteri from several

planes must meet in see second crite on must

satisfy the relation.
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n A=:2 d s S (16)

In e oua tion 16 .. n is the order of s c t r-urn , ~ is

wavele th. d is the lattice acl .. and 8 is Ie of

I' LectLon , 1,{hi is equal to of incidence.

regular arrangement t space positions of atoms in

a crystal is e 1 a lattice array. Note that the distance

d is t distance between adjacent atoms.

In equation 16. for any particular order n wavele h

A , scatteri can take place only in t direction

28 from the original X-ray direction. In this case, one s

a monochromatic beam comi 0 in one direction, at an Ie

of 29. In the Bra method, 3-dlmensional crystal can

be used in a dimensional manner, reflect

beam of X-rays off one set of popUlated p

a monochromatic

s. This is one

proach to tt a monochromatic beam out a po romatic

beam. This is known as the me thod of ctroscopy

is us for the st y of t 'I'he Laue

meth h a s a polychr ie beam of 3 ch p rce the

crystal pe~non'''lcu to a set of p ated p 3 of the

crystal. e spots on e fi are due to the diffraction

from sparsely popul planes that en to match both

Br conditions for construct terference. Tl1is Laue

technique is use for the at of the c stal.

its atomic structure.
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III. X-RAY MACHINE DATA

A. Machine Limits

The ranges of the variables on the Drake X-ray machine

are rather wide, and provide for a wide possibly of experi-

mentation. The vol tage t tli/'hich has a range from 20 - 130 !{V,

provides the energy of the X-rays. The amperage, which ranges

from 0 - 20 rnA. produces the intensity of the X-ray beam.

The time of irradiation provides the total dose. The time

ranges from 0 - 55 min, and may be set anywhere between these

limits, down to the sec. If the ri

found to do the experiment, the hei

variables cannot be

of the tube can also

be adjusted to assist in the experiment.

B. Warm Up Data

The X-ray tube may be destroye if one uses too hi a

voltage exposure on a cold tube. Before us the mac ,
following warm up st s should be t before each days

use, or twice a we j which ever is more. These warm up steps

11 allow the power supp to come to equilibrium, eliminat

fluxations in volta and amperage.

1) 40 , 2 rnA --- 10 min

2) ltJait 5 min

3 ) 40 , 5 rnA 5 min

4 ) Wait c- minJ
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5) 55 k'U 5 mIl.v )

6 ) \Alai t 5 min

7) 70 kV, 5 mIl.

5 min

5 min

The pump should be allowed to run 5 or more minutes: after

exposures to allow oil to cool the tube. as severe heat may

ruin the tube if the machine is immediately shut down.

C. X-ray Uni t s

The following units are standard units dealing with X-rays.

used in the fields of biology and physics. They will be used

throughout this paper, and thus are defined below.

1) Roentgen (R) --- Amount of X-radiation that produces

in 1 cm3 of air under standard conditions ions

carrying 1/(3 x 10 9) C of charge of either s1

(+ or -).

2) nt n uivalent Physical ( P) --- Dose of

ionizing radiation which reSUlts in the absorption

of 97 ergs/gm of body tissue.

iation Absorb Dose (HAD) 100 ergs (10- 5 J)

of absorbed energy

material.

r gram of any absorbing

4 ) lative BioI ical Effectiveness ) --- te

of t

200

sorbed dose

of ene

rada of X-rays of about

ieh produces a spec1 c

bic lcal ef et, to the s ed dose s

of the ionizing radiation eh produces the same
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effect.

Hadiation

X-ray, B-ray, gamma ray

Thermal neutrons

Fast neutrons

Alpha particles and high
energy ions of OJ N, etc.

RBE

1

2-5

10

10-20

5) Roentgen Equivalent Man (REM) --- Biological dose

in rems is equal to the absorbed dose in rads

times the RBE factor.

D. Dangers Involved

X-radiation has a very high potential to do damage to

the body, and one should at all times keep track of the amount

of radiation they are receiv Carrying a dosimeter is a

simp way to do this. A dosimeter is a device that is charged

by batteries. When radiation hits it. the dosimeter becomes

neutralized and records the amount of radiation that it took

to produce this ef ct. Different parts of t body have

different sensitivities. and one should be fully aware of the

1 ts a rson can take.

Over the numerous runs made dur the e erimentation,

little radiation was detected outs~de the X-ray room for

given run. s lasted from 1 sec to 55 minutes. A lead

sheet was alw s used under the object t was be X-rayed)

and many t s Ie sheets and br-t.c were put around the

colI or or tube hous to he protect iation.
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The maj ori ty of the X-rays are absorbed by this lead shielding.

There are three important variables that must be considered

when dealing with radiation that is absorbed. First is the

absorbed dose. second is the exposure rate. and finally. the

part of the body exposed. The absorbed dose refers to the

total amount of radiation absorbed. while the exposure rate

refers to the amount you are observing per unit time. 10

A safe exposure rate is 170 mrem/year. from unnatural

causes. This is an average of 3.25 mrem/week. He lar exposure

over a reproductive lifetime (approximately 30 years) is

about 4 rem from cosmic radiation and natural radioactivity.

This is an average of 133 mrem/year", 11 Note however! that

X-radiation always does some damage to the cells of the body.

and that genetic damage may occur when exposed to any amount

of rad tion. 1 2
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IV. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

A. lilaI'm Up Procedure

To turn the power on. the power box found on the wall

st be switched to on. Next, the MAIN switch found on the

X-ray control box should be switched to low. See Figure 4.

This will activate the oil pump and supply general power to

the machine. Finally, insert the control key and turn it

clockwise 180 degrees. The X-ray tube is now operational.

and will radiate X-rays when the time clock 1s set and the

on-off switch found on the clock is switched on.

Before doing any experimentation, the X-ray tube must

be thoroughly warmed up. Warm up the tube using the procedure

found in part III. - B. Once the tube is warmed uP. it may

not yet be stable. To obtain this, let the machine run at

55 kV and 4 rnA for an hour or more. Now the machine and tube

are ready and will perform properly.

B. Operat Procedure

The X-ray machine has a re ively wide range of voltaGe)

e • and time. "~v,,,~ne limits may be under III. -

A. t tube is off X-rays. I t be

the

er

meter is

time, mere

ce you have set the volt

turn the on-off clock tch on.

At time zero it will lately s t itself off. sure

that at all t s. durinF, beth warm up and e r tatteD.
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the X-ray door is locked.

C. Intensity Measurements Using Dosimeters

For many experiments, one must know the given intensity

of radiation received at some point. One way of measuring

this is by use of a dosimeter. An explanation of how a

dosimeter works is found in part III. - D. dosimeter is

designed to read directly in milliroentgens. The scale on the

dosimeters used ran from 0-200 mR, and was scaled increments

of 10. Thus, it could be read to the nearest milliroentgen,

D. Intensity Measurements Using Film

Measuring intensity by using film is more complicated

than us a dosimeter, The film must be loaded into the

film holder in comp te darkness, as not to expose e fi

i any expe nt, you must use lead and carefully

mask t t part of t fi holder you do not want exposed,

is enables you to use onepiece of film for more than one

exposure. Once you are through expos the film, it must

be carefully develop

E, 1m Development Procedure

the X-rays, the film must

conditions and in complete

Once you are through tanLH~

vel under very rbe

darkness, so as not e oae t f01101'J steps
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1) Know where all the equipment is) and when you are

ready, turn off all the lights and make sure

the room is completely dark.

2) Remove the film from the film holder and hook it

onto the film development holder.

3) Immerse the sheet offilm in the developer for

exactly 3 minutes.

4) Take the piece of film out of the developer once

the 3 minutes are uP. and immediately put it

into the stop bath for exactly 30 seconds.

5) After 30 seconds in the stop bath. retrieve the

film and immerse it in the fixer for at least

3 minutes.

6) Turn the li son.

7) After the fixer. wash the film in water with a

temperature approximately equal to that of the

fixer. Continually let the water run over the

film to wash off the chemicals. film should

be washed for at least 10 minutes. b

is deslrab

8) H the fi up to dry.

15 minutes

F. Film Density asurements

Once the film has been developed dri J the data it
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contains must be interpreted. The more the film is exposed

to radiation. the darker it will be when developed. This

degree of darknes s is known as fi 1m density. To interpret

the density as intensity. a machine known as a densitometer

is used. Drake University has a Welch No. 3853A densitometer.

Once the densitometer is warmed up, it must be calibrated.

The procedure to do this is found under the section 'Black

and White Density Measurements' in the Operating Instructions

Manual. Next a film background reading is taken. The back-

ground is that degree of darkness due to the film itself, and

not caused by the radiation. Finally, the densitometer is

standarized by comparing its readings to a standard density

step wedge. Both the background and standarized correction

factor. D~. are subtracted from the given reading to give a
v

true density readi • D~.
v
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V. EXPEHHIJENTAL RESULTS

A. X-rays and X-ray Photography

X-rays taken of fish were of the highest quality.

The bone structure was completely obvious and extremely well

detailed. The only problem was in the thickness of the fish.

At 40 kV. I rnA. a run time of I second. and a tube height of

30 em, a detailed structure of the head and center part of

the body was obtained. However, the body of the fish thinned

down as you went towards the tail, and the fi became somewhat

over exposed in this region. To obtain a clear X-ray of this

part of the fish. one merely has to lower the volt somewhat,

or raise the hei t of the tube slightly. An X-ray of a fish

may be seen in Figure 5.

B. Inverse Square Law

suIts of e erimentation for the Inverse Square

were very satisfactory. Intensity measurements were taken

different hei ts us a dosimeter to detect I' tation.

suIts for two experimental runs are seen 1n 1. The

e tion for the oretical intensity at some particular

distance RO J is

veninitial intensity 1 0

n below.

an initial

) ( 17)

For the results obtained, the itial distance was em and
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the initial intensity was the first measurement taken .. being

hin 1 mR of the actual intensity. All intensity readings

were taken to the nearest milliroentgen, and are quire accurate.

The exact height of the tube must be measured very accurately.

The height is measured from the top of the dosimeter to the

red dot on the X-ray tube. This red dot is the center of

the tube. A sl t change in height can greatly change a reading.

The height was measured to the nearest 1/2 em. The percent

error in my measurements is given by the equation below.

% Error (18 )

The largest error obtained as seen in Table 1 is 9.4%. is

figure is within the expected error .. Which when calculated

is approximately 10%. st of the e imental results is

within 6%, which again is well wi the expected error.

C. X-ray Linear Absorption Coefficient and If Value Layer

1. Intensity asurements Using Dosime rs

ese tes involved the absorption of X-rays by aluminum

metal. X-radiation was detected using ados ter. The

intensity of s was reduced by inserting fi er 3 into the

X-ray tube hous A constant voltage. amperage, he J and

run t were used as the number of sheets of were

varied. is was a restraint to see how the r ation was

absorbed as the aluminum thi ss vari e natural lo~arlthm
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of intensity was plotted against the thickness to find

the coefficient of linear absorption, which will be the slope

of this graph. Reproducible results for a given run are seen

in Table 2.

For every graph, two prominent slopes were found. In

that part of the graph where greater thicknesses of aluminum

were dealt with, the slope was much less than in that part

of the graph where small thicknesses occurred. This i'l11S to

be expected due to the fact that as the thickness of metal

increases, long wavelengths, which have a high coefficient

for a given metal, are filtered out. With primarily short

wavelength, h energy X-rays getting through, a small

slope, or small coefficient is expected.

The calculations be 10'1'1 show t percent of the given

initial intensity, for a ven wavelength. gett through the

given maximum thickness of aluminum. This thickness includes

e thickness of t filter (0.28 em), eh also was aluminum.

•.A Sf O.1JA

.:t---- :

I..

(1

A ~ <::J. 0/" 11

I. G~ 1M ( I. 1~ C /fit)
e. ': O.~'t-l

o. " z.
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J,A.. • 13 n 1F 11 0 r a wave eng of 0.33 R.. r ==1. 65/cm.

r = 2.60. For a 42 r-un , r vias approximately 1.59/cm.

o
Th~s value is to be expected since 4.2% of t 0.33 A

down

t through the maximum ckness,

e spectrum~ at 0.4 ~, only 0.6% 1s tt

Ie farther

As you increase to longer wavelengths, less and ss ts

through the ven thic SS. Thus, one can conclude that

small wavel ths wei t the value obtained for the

coefficient of linear absorption. A typical graph for a

42 kV accelerat

Appendix A s

potential is seen in Figure 6.

that in the given range of wave ths,

two sl es are expected. Numerical integration over ~ was

performed to solve for intensity as a function of x. n

numerous relative tensities were obtained, y wer-e

plotted ar,.a~L! S t thi S3, and a s was

obtained. s, numerical inte ion of the t oretic

values matched ex rimental results. See ndix A.

As the volt increased ture runs) the

coef cient dr red on bo s s of the h. S s in

this case refers to the eater lesser thicknesses.

is also w~s to be e eated. Increasing the volt

causes a hi 1'" percent of shorter wavelengtns to be

given off, Nhich means a smal

results for different volt

coeffic n t ,

s ar-e seen in

erimental

Le 3.

7 is a h of this phenomena. exper

runs. The en spheres are data om a run at 42 ~v

5 rnA. Th cIa d spheres are a run at s
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ss apparent.

S ce the X-r tube off a vIi band of wave l

no precise theoretical cae cient of linear absorption could

be found. e ro te limits of wave for

any ven volt J coefficient to be s omewner-e b e twee n

what it would be for t wave at the X-ray spec

1 s • hi rcenta of short wavele X-rays would

at we L this e. Noti 2 J a son can

see that many more short wavel X-rays are given off for

a given volt J and coefficient should be between the one

for the maximum intensity wave h and the one for the

nimum wavelength. This was found to be true. Table

5 lists the actual coeffic nts for numerous runs us

a dosimeter. A least squares t was c a Lc u La t for each

er ent run, abso te error is seen.

2. Intensi a sur-eme ri t s Us Fi

e ment was ed s t usi fi as

a iation detect J inst of" ados ter. As seen in

theory part of the thesis, to ne the coer lent

of linear absorption, one must determine tne actual intensity

of iation go t nr- a ven thickness of metal. e

iation was tected using ak Blue film.

intensity of ortional to density

of the expos film. The density values were te

a Welch ~o. 3 53A densitometer.
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Developing procedures can affect the film density.

Constant film developing procedures maintained a film density

background reading of 0.22. This reading was always sUbtracted

from the density measurements, giv1 a reading known as D •c

Finally, the readings were standarized to give the true density

reading, Dt• Both density corrections are described in Part IV-F.

To determine how intensity varied as density, numerous

experimental runs were made using both fi and a dosimeter at

the same time. Knowing the actual intensity of radiation

by reading the dosimeter, one merely has to develop the film

to find the corresponding density ror the intensity. Intensities

were varied by changing the thickness of aluminum, and holding

voltage, amperage, tube height, and run time constant. After

several lntensity and com par ab Le density readings wer-e known ,

a graph of dens i ty verses the common logarithm of the intensi ty

wa s constructed.

The appears to be linear but there are too many

variables that fluxuate between di~ferent runs to draw this as

a solid conclusion. Thus, another me must be developed

in order to determine the exact relationship between the film

dens!

8.

and the X-ray lntensity. s h ears in Figure

Usi J values for the coefficie of linear sorption

ranged from between 0.18/cm and 3.36/cm. se values are

\\lei ted by the percentage o~ short wavele s

thr the given thi SSt e s c1 ly at t r cknesses.

is is the same reason as Ii in part 1. Table 5 lists
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the actual coefficients for the experimental runs using film.

A least squares fit was calculated for each run, and the

standard deviation is seen.

D. Nature of X-rays and Matter

These experiments turned out extremely well. The

diffraction patterns were very clear and well defined. once

the right voltage, amperage, and run time were found. Several

crystals and crystal structures were tried.

There are six primary crystal systems. They are each

described in Table 6. X-raying a NaCl crystal whi has a
~ l~

cubic structure matched the pattern found by Laue.~ Figure

9 shows a diffraction pattern of such a crystal. Figure 10

is a diffraction pattern of a gypsum crystal. This pattern

also matches a pattern of a 't ,15pno ograpn. Many times

though, numerous exposures to be tried before the right

combination of vari les were found. Identify the crystal

structure seems to be possible with the Drake X-ray machine,

as it gives off a wide s ctra of X-rays which is desired

when do g the L~ue method of crystallography.

E. Conclusion

e results were much better than expected initial

Each of the four eXPer n t s wa s success ,
..I. • ever, when

intensity measurements are needed, ados ter should be
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used to measure intensity. This gives far more accurate

results than film. Film too complicated, as several things

must be taken into account. First. the film must be developed

under very rigid conditions. If not t this can change the

density readings. SecondlY t when changing density readings to

intensitYt several correction factors must be taken into account.

Only then can you obtain the actual intensity readings.
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VI. LABORATORIES

A. Completeness and Depth

The following experiments, ch are appendices B, C,

D~ and E, are written for the undergraduate level. y

may be used for an introductory physics course, or possibly

for an advance physics laboratory. The labs are in depth

enough to challenge the beginner. yet not too difficult as

to discourage him or her. The labs may be intensifi to

match e requirements of an advance physics laboratory,

as one can get extremely technical when dealing such

a phenomena. Used for either case, they challenge the student,

and most of all teach the student.

The experiments were desi d around the fact the student

has already been introduced to algebra and tri try.

s are done in

mathematics found

and most of the algeb

part of the 1

labs is primari

c man u

st

theory

or 1nvo

B. General

d in the e er s themselves stem

from several p ces, the PI' sources are iven beloA.

1) Fluxuations in line volta~e will cause a eha in

the volt across the t e J as well as chan~e tne

intensit, hich can ve an effect on all t

exper nts. should alwa s keep an eye on the
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meters to watch for such fluxuations.

2) If one is trying to detect intensity using a dosimete~.

the dos ter should always have the exact same

orientation in the set-up. Dosimeters are quite

sensitive, and one may accidently it more or

less shielding by moving it.

3) Changing the height of the tube will cause a change

in the amount of radiation that you receive at a

given point. e Inverse Square Law states that

the amount of radiation detected is inversely

proportional to the square of the distance from

the source. Thus, if you change the he of the

tube. the amount of radiation detected will change.

One must not bump the tube. or change its he

in any unless the experiment calls for it.

4) velop fl1m. one must be care not to

over or under- velop t fi n re the

densitometer, a sl t over-development or under-

developme will change readings. devel i

the fi the film should be in loper forJ

exactly 3 minutes, and the st bath for exact

30 sec s. is is extremely ortant.

5) One should a s let the tube and power swarm

up 8 ficiently to reduce fluxuations in volt and

e

above sources of error snould be t in nd when

do g all the e e ments involv i s. The less source
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of error, the more exact the experiment should turn out)

whi 11 give you Le s s percent error in your final calculations.

G. General Experimental Desi

The experiments designed have seven specific sections

in each. Each of the seven sect~ons are given. and described

below.

1) Purpose --- The purpose explains the 'why' of doing

the experiment. In th~s part a person sees the

main objectives of the experiment.

2) Introduction The introduction introduces the

student to the material deali with the experiment.

New terms are introduced and defined, along wi a

general background of the experiment.

3) Theory --- e theory part of the experiment introduces

the mathematics involved in the experiment. De

rivations and needed equations are given in t s part.

4) Procedure --- The procedure tells the student exact

what to do in the experiment) and how to out

performi it.

5) s , (j J and Charts s section holds

all the needed

ex 1" nts.

aph s , fi s t etc. for the

are Ld in thi s part of the

I oratory write-up but may be re

other section.

d to in any

6) Data Table --- A a tab is alre up



student to save them time. He or she can see if

they have forgotten any data by merely looking at

the table.

7) Questions --- In this section the student is given

additional questions that relate to the experiment.

Sample questions may also be given as an additional

exercise for the student.
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VII. c c ION

One imary objective sis was to develop

an ope rat procedure for iversi

A second primary obj ective V/as t de s t ";'U.J..u o

quality experiments us the X-ray mac

would be used in the future at Drake Un rai

X-ray machine.

of several

5e eriments

by students

sics. experiments

1s idea, but y could

the life sciences t t were taki

wou be specifically si d around

be adapted to the junior-senior sics level oratory.

first problem encountered was

h data was taken and several

the testing of the

ok out the mach

were plott

torous runs wer-emachine.

one vari Ie was a function of anot r. After B

the aphs~ it was possible to dete

to des a 17,1 ve n e xp e r- nt around.

nee data

e e ts desi d demonstr e t

first expe nt shows a medical plication of s . ing

an X-r phot h of a living or aLL~lHalJ in t sease

a fish, s t r a t e s t ortance of s in the

field of medicine. is I oratory is rat r s Ie, but the

point t t it teaches is vital.

sec e er tea s an ortant of p s I c s ,

own as the Inverse uare Th Ls 1~1\~ can be

nlied to all wave phenomena, may be easily demonstrated

'Afi t X-ra ared to other wave nomena.
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The third experiment demonstrates the value of X-rays

in the study of materials. One will learn about particular

properti of a metal, as well as its ability to shield a

person from radiation.

The fourth and final experiment shows both the nature

of X-rays. and matter in general. X-rays are shown to

interfere destructively, the sole experimental criterion

for wave motion. Matter is shown to be made up of atoms

which arrange themselves in a given structure, characteristic

of the particular crystal.

The X-ray machine can be used as a learning device, but

has one minor drawback. Many experiments done th X-rays

are done with a monochromatic beam. The Drake X-ray machine

gives a wide spectra of wavelengths, and this limits its use.

If machine could be adapted in the future to ve a single

wave ngth when desired, many more experiments could be

successfUlly comp ted.

The experiments veloped will serve a useful purpose for

the undergraduate student in t life sciences who is taking

physics. A ater knowled of X-rays and X-ray related

nomena will be understood once the e

performed. e basic point learned

lrnents have been

ould be that

X-rays have a wide range of uses throughout numerous fields.
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FIGURE 2

X-RAY ITY vs. WAVELENGTH

(Tungsten Target)
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FIGURE 3

X-RAY ENERGY LEVEL DIAGRAM
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GURE 5

X-RAY OF A FISH
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GRAPH OF In INTENSITY vs , THICKNESS
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TABLE 1.

VERSE SQUARE HESULTS

48

HUN 1 --- 38 xv, 1 mA, 10 sec. filter 3

Hei t Intensi ty 'I'he o r-, Value
(em) (mR) (mR)

10 19O 190

15 82 84.4

20 45 47. 5

30 20 21.9

40 13 11.9

60 5 r-

3J.

% difference

2.8

5.2

9.2

6.0

2 --- 38 kv , 1 , 12 sec, filter 3

Hei t
( em)

10

Intensl ty
( )

Theor. Value
(mR)

% difference

15

20

30

40

60

10 5 105

60 57. 5 4 • 3

2 4 25 6 6 • 3•

l5 14 Ll 4 • 3·
7

r 4 a 4c • ./ •
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TABLE II.

LINEAR ABSORP COEFFIGI RESULTS FOR ALUMINUM

Variab s --- 42 kV. 5 rnA. tube he

5 sec, filter 3

'" 18.0 em, run time "'"

Aluminum
Thickness ( cm) Run 1** Run 2 Run 3 Run 4

1. 64 10 10 10 10

1. 48 12 11 13 12

1 • 31 15 16 18 18

1. 15 20 22 20 22

0 ·98 28 28 29 29

0 ·82 36 37 38 40

0 • 66 50 50 55 55

0 49 79 80 78 80•

0 33 112 115 114 1111•

0 16 174 172 170 180•

0 • 00

*. All intensity measurements are recorded in 11 ent ns
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LINEAR ABSORPTION COEFFIC

III.

RESULTS FOR ALUHINUJvi

Run 1 --- 42 kv, 5 rnA, tube height = 18.0 em. run time == 5 '5ec,

filter 3

Run 2 --- 49 kV, 4 rnA, tube height = 18.0 em, run time"" 5 sec,

filter 3

Run 3 --- 56 kV. 3 rnA, tube hei

filter 3

= 18.0 em, run time"" 5 sec,

Run 4 --- 67 kV, 3 rnA, tube height"" 18.0 em, run time == 5 sec,

filter 3

Hun 5 --- 77 kV, 2 rnA, tube height"" 18.0 em, run time == 5 sec,

filter 3

Aluminum
ckness ( em) Run 1** Run 2 Run 3 J~ Run 5

1 6 It 10 16 18 16 20•

1 48 12 21 20 20 25·
1 31 15 29 24 27 31•

1. 15 20 36 30 33 l~ 1

48 42 43 r- ...

0 98 28 JC:
•

0 82 36 61 57 60 65
•

0 66 50 82 78 80 88·
0 49 77 112 103 115 119

•

0 33 112 174 146 160 165
•

0 16 174 240 215 240 2 J40

· ---0 • 00

**All intensity measurements are recorded in lliroent ens



TABLE IV on.

LINEAR ABSORPTION COEFFI CIENT RESULTS FOR ALUMINUT"1

Run 1 --- 44 kV, 1 rnA. height = 40 em, Time = 5 sec, Iter 3

** **Thickness (em)

1.92

1.76

1.59

1.43

1.26

1.10

0.77

0.53

0.28

Dt Antilog Dt (I)

0 •24 1.74

0 •36 2 • 29

0 • 59 3. 89

0 • 80 6 •31

1 •18 15. 1

1 • 46 28.8

2 .34 218

2 .64 436

2 • 73 537

In I

0.55

0.83

1.35

1.84

2.71

3.36

5.38

6.07

6.28

**Filter 3 (0.28 em) is inclusive in the thickness



LINEAR ABSORPTI

TABLE IV (B).

COEPF1CIENT RESULTS FOR ALUMINUl4

52

Run 2 --- 44 kV. 1 rnA. He t :: 40 em ... Time:: 5 sec ... Filter 3

Thickness (crn)** Dt Antilog (I)

1.92 O. 21 1.62

1.76 o. 35 2.2 1t

1. 59 o. 56 3.63

1. 43 0 • 6.17

1.26 1. 06 11.5

1. 10 1. 42 26.3

0.77 2. 17 148

0.53 2. 54 347

0.28 2. 73 537

In I

0.81

1.29

1.82

2.44

3.27

5.00

5.85

6.29

**Fi1ter 3 (0.28 cm) inclusive in the thickness
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TABLE IV (C).

LINEAR ABSORPTION COEFFICIENT RESULTS FOR ALmHNUM

Run 3 --- 44 kV, 1 rnA, Height = 40 em, Time = 5 sec, Filter 3

( )** Dt ( I)Thickness em Dt Antilog In I

1 .92 0 •04 1. 10 0 •10

1 • 76 0 .06 1. 15 0 • 14

1 • 59 0 • 12 1. 32 0 .28

1 • 43 0 •18 1. 51 0 • 41

1 .26 0 .2 4 1.74 0 • 55

1 10 O. 31 2 .04 0 • 71·
0 ·77 0 • 74 5 • 50 1.70

0 ·53 1. 3 4 21. 9 3 • 09

0 28 2. 02 105 4·65•

••Fi1ter 3 (O~28 em) is inclusive in Thic S8
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'l'ABLE V.

LINEAR ABSORPTION COEFFICIENTS FOR ALUMINUM

GREArrER CKNESS -1)(em .

RUN 1 1.56 + 0.06-
RUN 2 1.67 + 0.08-
RUN 3 1.56 + 0.06

RUN 4 1.66 + 0.05

RUN 5 1.66 + 0.02

RUN 6 1. 28 + 0.02

RUN 7 1.50 + 0.02

RUN 8 1.45 + 0.02

RUN 9 1.23 + 0.18-
10 1. 27 + 0.17-
11 o, 29 + 0.25-

LESSER THICKNESS (em-I)

2 40 + 0.03•

2. 37 + 0.03

+2.26 _ 0.03

+2.11 0.05

1.99 + 0.04

2 10 + 0 .03•

1 .96 + 0 .03

3.59 + 0.55

+3.62 0.52

4.83 ~ 0.38

1 - t+ ...;.-- 42 • 5 rnA. he := 18 em, time := 5 sec,

dosimeter

RUN 5 ------- 49 kV. 4 rnA, nei t "" 18 em, time = 5 sec,

dosimeter

RUN 6 ------- 56 i = 18 em, time := 5 sec,

dos ter

N 7 ------- 67 I> 3 , hei = 5 sec~

dosimeter

8 ------- 77 kV. 2

d o s t e r

t it"" 18 cm.,t = 5 sec,

9 - 11---- 114 , 1 i := 30 crn , time = sec): filrr
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TABLE VI.

PRn~ARY CRYSTAL SYSTEMS*

Cubic system --- Three identical axes intersect at

right angles. The axes are designed by the letters a,a,a.

Hexagonal System --- Four axes - three of which are

identical, lie in a horizontal plane, and intersect at angles

of 60P. These three axes are often termed the lateral axes

and are designated by the letters a,a,a. Perpendicular to

the plane of the lateral axes is the vertical axes, which

may be longer or shorter than the lateral axes. This fourth

axis is called the principal, or c axis.

Tetragonal System Three axes ~ two of which are

identical, horizontal, and perpendicular to each other.

vertical c axis is at right angles to and either longer

or shorter than the horizontal or lateral a axes. The

vertical axis is often called the principal axis.

Orthorombic System --- Three unequal axes intersect at

right angles. These are designated by the letters a,b.c.

Monoclinic System --- Three unequal axes, two of

which (a,c) intersect at an oblique Ie, the third axis

(b) being perpendicular to these two.

'I'r t c linic stem --- Three axes (a,b.c) are all unequal

and intersect at e dl angles.
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To check to see if two slopes were expect , the integral

below was calculated numerically. Since the 1 ar absorption

I ()()

(;A) werecoefficients known

i A.M._ . - (J) X: .. z.» ",/'"
~ ".:,.

for several given wavelengths (1), and also the relative

intensity of a ven wavelength for a given accelerat potent

the integral could be done numerically. The intensity (I)

for some given thickness of aluminum ex) could be found by summing

up the given intensities over all wavelength for a particular

thickness. Doing this for several thicknesses, and plott

the natural logarithm of I against the thickness ex), wou

prove whet r or not two slopes should be obt ned, as was

found experimentally. This was found to be true numerically,

as well as experimentally,

The numerical data for this procedure is seen in Tab A.

e graph obta d us the numerical data, showing

slopes, is seen in Fi A.
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'I1ABLE A

NUMERICAL INTEGRATION' DATA

'I'h f.c kne s s (em) Hi

1.92

1.76

1.59

1.43

1.10

0.94

0.77

0.61

0.44

0.28

lative Intensity (I)

0.1064

0.1367

0.1947

0.2730

0.3970

0.5740

0.8463

1.3021

2.0025

3.3249

5.7010

In I

-2.24

-1.99

-1.64

-1.30

-0.92

-0.55

-0.17

0.26

0.69

1.20

1.70

.-Filter 3 (0.28 em) is inclusive in this thickness
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EXPERU'iENTl

X-RAYS AND X-RAY PHOTOGRAPHY



PURPOSE

The purpose of this experiment is to introduce

student to X-ray production and X-ray photography. Exposure

times and exposure techniques will be studied. and an X-ray

photograph of an obj ect i'lill be taken. developed. and studied.



at a

INTRODUCTION

1m Roentgen made the classic observation (1895)

ghly penetrating radiation of unknown nature is

produced when energetic electrons imping"e on
matter. This

unknown radiation became known as 'X-r',ay-.' mh
• <.J y1.-ese rays

were studied and were found to travel' i n straight lines,

through electric and magnetic fields, and could expose

photographic plates. The faster the original electrons,

the greater the intensity of the X-ray beam.

Soon after the discovery, it was suspected that X-rays

might be electromagnetic waves. ctromagnetic theory

predicts that an accelerated electric charge will radi

electromagnetic radiation, and a rapidly moving electron

which 1s suddenly brought to rest is obviously accelerated.

iation oduced under this procedure is given the German

name 'bremsstrahlung' (breaking radiation).

For the purpose of classification, electromagnetic

radiations with wavelengths in the approximate interval of

10- 8 to 10-1 1 meters (100 i to 0.1 i) are considered as

s ,

Fi 1 ~ dla~ram of an evacuated X-ray tube.~, e' ~s a Po

The cath J heat by a lament through ch electric

current is passed, supplies electrons by thermionic ssion.

A hl potent! d1 renee 'v' 1s maint oe t.we e n the

cathode the metallic t
The face of the tar t

is cut at an angle relat to the electron beam.
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rays emerge from target and pass through the

tube. The tube has been evacuated so e ctrons

target unimpeded. As an example, Figure 2 shows

relative intensity at a yen wavelength for different

accelerating potentials using a tungsten target.



THEORY

A very wide band of wavelengths will be given off from

the Drake X-ray machine. The X-ray machine a tungsten

target. and figure two shows the variations in wavelength to

intensity for this type of target. Using an accelerating

potential of 40 kV, the maximum intensity of X-rays is at a
o

wavelength of approximately 0.5 A. However, the total spread

oof wavelengths starts at approximately 0.26 A and continues
o

onward to longer wavelengths, past 1.0 A.

Ashort wavelength X-ray means a high frequency, which

1nturn means a high photon energy. The relationship between

frequency and wavelength for an X-ray is given by

c = ~V (1 )

re c is the s ed of 1i 8 / ) \ is(3.0 x 10 m sec J ~ ~

1 th a· n··d· \1 is the frequency. The energy of the X-ray photon
, J' -

ener is

E '" hV = hell ( 2)

where E is the ene
-34

i Pla.nks constant (6.63 x 10and !!. S

J·sec). electron acquires kinetic by be

accelerated across a potent differen of V volts. The

kinetic ene of electron is
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where K.E. is the kinetic energy, V is the potential

difference. and e is the charge on an electron (.1· .6·0. 10-19.)XC.
Substituti

fallON

equations 1 and 2

result;
o equation 3, we obtain the

~min = he/eV = 1.24 x 10-
6 / V (meters) (4)

A conventional X-ray machine has an aecelerat potential

of approximately 50 kV. The maximum voltage of the Drake

X-ray machine is 130 kV. One can easily find the shortest

wavele th by SUbstituting into equation 4. For 50 kV.

A -6 / 4 ( ) 0.. = 1.24 x 10 5 x 10 meters = 0.25 Amin

X-ray vlavelength of 0.25 Rcan be compared to visible

Ii t which has a wavelength from apprOXimately 4000 to

Q In comparison to atomic distances, the distance7000 .4. .

o
between two sodium nuclei in a NaCl crystal is 5.63 A.

One ean see small this wavele really is.
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PROCEDURE

1) Thoroughly warm up the X-ray tUbe using the

following procedure:

1. 40 kv. 2 rna 10 min
2. v.Tai t 5 min
3. 40 kv. 5 rna 5 min
4 • \vai t 5 min
5. 55 kv. 5 rna 5 min
6. Wait 5 min
7. 70 kv. 5 rna 5 min

2) Set the voltage and amperage to the recommended

values for the given ob j ect • Tab Le 1 (Sives a lis t of these

values for a couple of recommended objects. One may not be

able to set the voltage to the exact recommended reading,

but set it as close as possible.

3) Place the film holder (with film!) on the Ie and

lay the object being X-rayed on top of the film holder.

4) Unlock the tube by turning the vertical and horizontal

locks counterclockwise 90 degrees.

5) Place the X-ray tube (without collimator) direct

over the object at the hei recommended in Table 3 for the

ven object.

6) Lock down the tUbe by turning the vertical and

horizontal locks cloe ise go de eSt

7) sure that you lock door to the X-ray room

when you leave to expose the object.

8) Set the exposure time to the va recomme d in

Table 1. Now. all is ready. Turn the t e on and expose

the object.
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9) Once you are through X-raYing

the given object,
the film must be developed. 'Ir in s must be done u··nd·er. very
rigid conditions and in compl·e··te darkness t, as no to expose

the film. Thus, the rest of the proced.u.r.e. should be memorized

before you begin to develop the film...• Once you have done this,

turn off the lights, open the film holder, and retrieve the

piece of film.

10)The first step in developing the fi·1m,··· i o to~ '" remove

the film from the fil~holder and hook it onto the film

development holder. Now immerse the sheet of film in the

developer for exactly 3 minutes.

11) Next, take the film out of the developer once the

3 minutes are uP. and put the film into the stop bath for at

least 30 seconds.

12) Take the film out of the stop bath and immerse it

in the fixer for at least 3 minutes.

13) Step s 10. 11 and 12 may be called a 3-30- 3 procedure.

After these three steps have been completed you may turn the

lights back on. Wash the film in water with a temperature

approximately equal to that of the fixer. Continually let

water run over the film to wash off the chemicals. The film

5 i te If one has the time.
should be washed for at least . mnu s. •

wash it longer; 10 minutes is desirable.

the film up to dry.14) Pinally It

film in the film holder.

the

filmthe

Ln after

This time though. expose

eat the entire procedure15)

to s for twice the initial time.
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16) Once both the films have been developed and

thoroughly dried. compare the two to see which gives the

best X-ray in your opinion,



1
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Evacuated
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X-RAY.TUBE

X-rays

Cathode
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GURE: 2

X-RAY I ITY vs. WAVELENGTH
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TABLE 1

X-RAY SETTINGS

Object

Voltage

Amperage

Time

Height*

Fish

40 kv

1 ma

1 sec.

30 cm

','latch

55 kv

1 rna

1 sec.

20 em

The variables recommended above will give you a good

picture of the central interior of the object. but the

thinner parts will be over exposed. To 'see' these parts.

your best option is to lower your voltage or raise the

height of the tube.

*Height __ The height is measured from the top of the

object being x-rayed to the center (red dot) of the X-ray

tube.
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QUESTIONS

1) Comparing your two X-rays$ which is the best X-ray

in your opinion, and why?

2) Are different parts of the object exposed more clearly

in each of the films? If so, which parts and why?

3) If you increase the height of the tube above the

object you are photographing, what must you do to

your exposure time?
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EXPERIMENT 2

THE INVERSE SQUARE LA'",!
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PURPOSE

The purpose of this experiment is tostud.y the

Inverse Square Law. This la'i'l states that the intensity

of radiation received from a source is inversely proportional

to the distance squared from that source.
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INTRODUCTION

\I/hen dealing with radiation. the energy transferred

across a given area per unit time is known as 'intensity',

When one has a source of radiation. in this case X-rays,

as you increase the distance of the source from the particular

point, the amount of radiation received over a unit area per

unit time should decrease. The inverse square law, as stated

below,

(1)

says that the intensity is inversely proportional to the

distance squared. As an example, if you are receiving so

many milliroentgens/second at a given point, and you double

the distance f'rom the source to the detector, your intensity

will be 1/4 of' what it was originally.
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The tamoun of radiation
point source to a paint on t'he sphere.

A spherical wave 1em natlng from'-, a po ven

distance from the

t Source has a

R is
surface area equal to 4n

received OVer an area per unit time is known as intensity.

I = Radiation/area.Time ( 2)

If II is the

then

intensity at HI 'Iana 2 is the intensity at H2 J

2
1

1
0( Const./41TR

1

I 2/1, 1 = 41T p2/4 rrR2
"1 . 2 =:

As the spherical wave increases from radius PHI to R2, the

intensity goes as The explanation below will demonstrate

this idea.

o EEl
Picture 1 Picture 2

For a given t interval and a given distance, the radiation

you are receivi from a point source is spre over the area

in Picture 1. If you double the distance from the source

to the point where you are measurin~ the radiation, keep

e same t erval, the radiation will spread out over

given point, you will receive

an area 4 t 1
. as seen in picture two. ThUS, ats as . ar 6

4 the radiation you did

before, over t ven t ervaI.
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PROCEDURE

Thoroughly warm up th
·.e X-ray t ub e using the

79

followin~ procedure:

1 • 40 kV, 2mA _._,.- 10 min2 • \lia1t 5 min
3 • 40 kV. 5mA --- 5 min4 • lola1t 5 min
5 • 55 kV, 5mA 5 m1n6 • i4a1 t 5 min
7 • 70 kV. 5mA 5 min

2) After the tube 1s warmed up. ~e.t
# 0 the machine for a

vol tage of 38 kV) and an amperage of 1.0 mA.

3) The X-ray tube is shown in Figure 1. Note the red

dot on the tube housing. This is the center of the X-ray

tube and will be called the source point. All measurements

of height will be made from the source point to the top of

the detector. In this case the detector will be a dosimeter

that reads in mill1roentgens, with a maximum possible reading

of 200 milliroent nSf A dosimeter is a detector that is

charged up and works on the principle that X-rays will disc

it.

4 ) sure that filter 3 is in place and that the

collimator is off. 1ter 3 11ill reduce the intensi ty of

beam low enou so that a dosimeter may be used as our

5) After s e t t the

measuri device this experiment.

simeter to some initial reading

~' tab Le d Lr'e c t be 10tv
1 0) 1 t he simeter on t ne ·y' J ay ,

t ' t the set up inIt is solute1y necessaryna.· il

(prefe

the tube.

Fi e 2 shou be used to ke
dosimeter in same

p e r each run made.



So

6) f\1ake experimental runs at heights of 10.15.20,30 , 40 .

and 60 em. Record the amount of radiation detected by the

dosimeter after each run made • jVlake sure you reset the

dosimeter to its initial value after each run made •
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I
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X-rays

Cathode
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EXPERIMENTAL ARRANGEMENT

(TOP VIEltJ)
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Kilovolts----
Milliamps _

T interval---
Filter---

Ijeight (em)

83

Reading (milliroentgens)
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QUESTIONS

1) Do your readings confirm the "Inverse Squar-e " LavI?

plain.

2) If your data doesn't exactly match UD to the Law. )

at might your possible sources of error be?

If one ts a reading of 25 milliroentgens for a 5

~cond run from an X-ray source at a distance of 32 em.)

ld your X-ray source is moved to a distance of 48 em.

ld you make a 10 second run. what will the reading on the

)simeter be?
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EXPERIMENT 3

X-RAY LINEAR ABSORPTION COEFFICIENT AND HALF VALUE LAYER
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PURPOSE

The purpose of this experiment is to study X-rays

and a glven materials ability to absorb them. A specific

property called the Linear Absorption Coefficient will be

found for the given material. This will then be used to

find the Half Value Layer for the material.
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INTRODUCTION

The fact that X-rays are absorbed by matter i e
• ,. • J

that the Lnt erraLty of a beam of X-ra.ys is reduced as it

passes through any material, ha.s been known for a long

time. In the early days of the study of X-rays, absorption

measurements represented the only means of measuring the

quality of an X-ray beam.

Roentgen observed that bones of the hand absorb X-rays

more readily than the surrounding flesh. As a result of this

observation, X-rays were used in a Vienna hospital three months

after their discovery as an aid to surgery. Not only are their

applications to the field of medicine. but industry has

extensive uses also. Absorption measurements of X-rays

provided a great deal of information concerning the properties

of X-rays and also of atoms.
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THEORY

A very simp analytical treatment of the absorption

of X-rays is only possible for a narrow well collimated beam

of one wavele h only, The Drake University X-ray machine

gives a wide band of wavelengths. but for this experiment

one should presume they are dealing with a small band width.

For a particular voltage the maximum intensity wavelength

can be found in gure I, This figure is a plot of intensity

verses wavelength for given voltages for a tungsten target

which the Drake X-ray machine has.

The decrease in intensity (dr) of the beam in travers

a distance (dx) is proportional to dx and to the intensity (I).

dI..c. I dx (1)

d I = -r I dx ( 2)

intensity if dx represents an increase

The negative s introduced is because dI is a decrease in

distance. The value

ttl of X-rays.

to any particular material for one
constant, is uni

equation for theal.

"alue is called the coefficientThis v

tion of the matsoof linear

wav e Le

intensity can be R:rated;..:>

I te tion yie s,

11

" -I'Jdx

xr /?

( 3)

( 1, ), .."
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itial intensit~,I. n 1
. ~o ving for the intensity

at a position x, is

Thus. one can conclude that the intensity of a narrow, well

collimat beam of monochromatic X-rays decreases onentially

with distance as it travels through a material.

linear absorption coefficient~. depends on the state

of absorbing material, as well as on its nature. The

absorption coefficient is determined by the amount of matter

traversed by the beam. The quantity r /f ( 8S Absorption

Coefficient), where f is the density of the material, 1s found

to be constant for anyone substance. regardless of its state.

A second property of the material that can be determined,

is known as the half value layer. This is defined as e

thickness of that material that it will take to cut the

intensity of beam to 1/2 original value. i.e.

( 6)

Substituti into uation number 5;

ki

I

the n ural 10

::: I
a

i

_ AAx
e I

of both sides,

en

e half value

I er is

'" x
( 8)

r r
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s , one can see that you have solved for the linear

absorption c o e :fficient i ) you can eas i find the

va e layer.
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PROCEDURE

1) Thoroughly warm up th X•. • e -ray tube using the
following procedure:

1 • 40 kV 2 mA 10 min..
2 • t~1ai t 5 min
3 • 40 kV. 5 mA 5 min
II • 1,,1 a1 t 5 min
5 • 55 kV 5 rnA 5 min
6

..
· Wait 5 min

7 • 70 kV. 5 rnA r::: min..J

2) Once the tUbe has bee·n dwarme uP. set the voltage

to 42 kV, and the amperage to 1 mAo One may not be able to

set the vo Ltage to the exact reading, but set it as close

as possible.

3) Insert filter 3 into place.

4) Construct the set up in Figures 2 and 3. The he t

of X-ray tube 1.8 13 em above the bricks numbered 1.2,3.

and 4.

5) Set e simeter to some initial readi (pre rab

0) and inse it into the set up in the proper position.

6) Once steps 4 and 5 have been completed, 20 sheets

of aluminum into place. h bricks 5 and 6 up ti t

t

you.

a inurn sets.

7) V-ra.. v.. ~o.om and lock the door behNow. leave the i\ c-

8) Set the t d an.d t"rn the tube on.for 5 secon s . V<

9) After the run is into room and pull
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brick No. lout carefully. Take the dosimeter out and record

amount of radiation detected.

10) set the dosimeter to B initial read • place

it back into the set up and put brick No. 1 back into place.

11) Now _ carefully take the top t1!'YO sheets of aluminum

off' the pile.

12) You are now ready to make a second run. Set the

counter to 5 seconds and turn the tube on.

13) Repeat the above procedure till there are no

aluminum sheets left.
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RIMENTAL SET... UP
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the Al sheets have been
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MATERIAL KV MA THICKNESS (rom) TlfvlE HEIGHT
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1) Is your value for linear absorption coefficient

close to, or within range a Possible value? If not,

what explanation can DOU i ¥
- ..! g .. ve k or your error?

2) Did your calculation for ha.lf 1- vaue layer correspond

to the data you took. If not, why?

PROBLEffr

For a given alloy, the composition by we t is generally

known. Thus, the mass absorption coefficient of an alloy can

be computed from the knowledge that a unit mass

masses of each constituent.

loy contains

~ C~ (rl,)
c.

and C. are the mass absorption
1

coefficient and the fractional concentration by wei t of the

i constituent of t alloy.

For the alloy Red Brass, the concentration by wei t

is usually 90% cop and 10% zinc. The density of Brass

is prox te 8.7 3 the mass absorption

coefficient of copper is 51.0 em ,and the mass absorption

2/ calcu the linear
coefficient of zinc is 59.0 cm g,

absorption coefficient for Brass.
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EXPERIMENT 4

THE NATURE OF X-RAYS AND MATTER
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ON

In 1912" von Laue conce a of test the
ral idea s might poss be of an

extreme small wavelength. ion 1 is ion for
a diffraction grating.

n).= d sin8 (1 )

In equation I, £ is the order of the spectrum (1 2 3 )"-,, ... ,
). lS e wave1e th, £ is the grat space. t'Jhi Ie e is the

Le of diffraction. If A is very small o ared to d, the

angle of diffraction will he small unless the order n is

1 e. However, the intensity at orders is weak.

Since Laue believed X-rays to have a short wavelength, this

accounted for the observed failure of to oduce

meas Ie diffraction for s ,

The only seen was to produce a i

muc h f Lrie ..... r u Lf.nc 'I'hl s Le d Laue to t ne idea of us a,i• .Ll~.L .Le• ..L c'.,. ~ •• - -

crystal as a dif etlan lth their plane cle

sur 11 de ned regular JliO-iJ'-S, it was

believed that atoms were re ly t their

structure. At 'SS ie ieh ing

directed a narrow beam of at a crystal set a

hoto ~ d'~ m_,he- result was ~hie plate behLnc ..LG, 1.
que

dif etion pattern.

~ ~.' niffractionWhen one obta..Lns sue ~--

interfere bot constructively destructive
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pattern. The planes the X-rays are scattered from to give

cons truc tive interference are called Bragg planes.

'I'he pr ose of s e is to study

nature of s • seconuar-v purpose of this e e

11 be to study the ral structure of matter by

crystals. A tal is a substance occur in nature t"ITith

a characteristic compos ion and possessing a re~ular

geometrical s e.
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1:'VII"O special conditions must be me t for'
constructive

interference of X-rays scattered from Bragg planes. The

first is that the angle of the incident beam must equal the

angle of the reflected beam. When the angle of incidence

is equal to the angle of reflection. we have precise the

condition for regular optical reflection. Because of this,

Bragg scattering is often called Bragg 'reflection'. This

is a misnomer but is still commonly used.

The second condition is that the scattering from several

Bragg planes must meet in phase. The second criterion must

satisfy the relation,

n~= 2 d sin 19 (2 )

In uation 2, B is the order of the spectrum, A is the wave

d is the lattice spacing, and ~' is the angle of reflection,

which is equal to the angle of incidence. regular arrange-

ment of the space positions of the atoms in a cryst is called

a lattice array. Note t t the distance d is the distance

be t.wee n jacent atoms.

can take placescatteri

ti ular o~der n and wavelengthIn equation 1, for any par c ' L • ,

1 direction 2 9 fromn

the original direction. has in is case a mono-

ch i c beam C Ullt-LHF,
one direction. at an angle 28.

~~l c~n be used insional crYSL;~ -

dimensional manner, reflect

In the B

approach

beam of

s is one

a monochromatic

d planes.

3-d

ays off one set of popu

a
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to ge t ting a monochrome. tic beam out of a polychromatic

beam. s is known as the method of X-ray spectroscopy

and is us for the study of X-ray wavelengths, The Laue

method has a polychromatic beam of X-rays pierce the crystal

perpendicular to a set of populated planes of the crystal.

The spots on the film are due to the diffraction from

sparsely populated planes that happen to match both

eandi tiona for constructive interference. This Laue technique

is very useful for the study of crystals. The diffraction

pattern on the film is used to study the atomic structure of

the crystal.
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PROCEDUHE

1) Thoroughly warm up X-ray tUbe us the
follm... i procedure:

1 • 40 kif. 2 rnA 10 min
2 • t 5 min
3 • 40 kV,. 5 rnA --.. 5 min
4 • Hait 5 min
5. 55 kV. 5 mA 5 min
6 • I,-Jai t 5 min
7 • 70 kV. 5 rnA 5 min

2) Once the t ub e is thoroughly war-m , set the voltage

and amperage to the recommended values for the crystal you

are going to X-ray. See Table 1 for the recommended values.

3) If the collimator is not on the machine, attach it.

Also make sure that filter 3 is inserted, and that the collimator

has a head on it.

4) Note Figure 1. This is the general structure of the

e erimental set up.

5) Turn the X-ray tube go degrees, and lay two lead bricks

length-wise on each s1 of the collimator, one on top of the

ot r. Y should be parallel and approximate 27 em apart

ox

(inner wall to inner wall). The end of the bricks should be

tely 20 em from the collimator. See Figure 2.

6) Set en blocks on top of each other, just front

of the collimator.

hole in the call

Y should rise

or head.

to the level of the

11 O f, on top of the p e ~e crystal to be X-rayea -7) Place

wood, with a flat sur

colllmator.

e directly Q~aL"st the end of the
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8) Place the film holder (with film) up against the

lead bricks. See Figure 2. Make sure the front surface of

the fi 1m holder is towards the collimator.

9) Leave the X-ray room and lock the door behind you.

10) Now" with the voltage and amperage already set, set

the time to the recommended value. See Table 1-

11) Turn on the tube and X-ray the Crystal. Once this

is finished, the film must be developed.
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FIGURE 2

EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP

(TOP VIElrl)
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1

NAME

lite

Flourite

C STAL

CHErnCAL
CON? •

1

CaB'2

STRUCTURE

Cubic

Cub 62

3

2

Gypsum caS04.2H20 ivJ:onoc

covite KA1 2( )2AlSi3010 62

2

2

Calcite

Celestite

Rutile

Feldspar
(Plagioclase)

CaC0 3

SrSO £1 Orthoromb

Tetragonal

cl

75

64

65

2

3

2

2

75

75

70
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